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As a An important system of civil liability, ancient punitive damages rules
Lay the Foundation for Modern punitive damages in history, which is based on
its Unique features, Value and Function. Although some provisions of the
punitive damages rules had been written in the special law in china at present,
its application scope and strength can not meet the need of economic and social
life.This paper will start with the basic conception, historical origins,and
applicable reasons ,to examine the problems in China's legislation, by
comparing the application of punitive damages rules in foreign laws, in order to
put forward the perfect suggestion for punitive damages in China.
there are three chapters in this paper，except introduction and conclusion.
Chapter 1 is the basic conception, historical origins,and applicable reasons of
punitive damages.This chapter will combing the basic conception, historical
origins,and applicable reasons of punitive damages,which is the rationality foundation
of punitive damages.
Chapter 2 is the comparison of the expanded application of punitive damages
rules in foreign legislation. The experience of two legal systems show that not only
had foreign countries lay stress on punitive damages,but focus on the prompt
correction to the rules, which had played a important role in social and economic
activities.This experience provides a valuable chance to examine the problem in
China to expanded application of punitive damages.
Chapter 3 is the expanded application and perfect suggestion of punitive
damages rules in China. Based on first two chapters, this chapter will comb the
existing law in China and draw lessons from foreign legislation to put forward the
perfect suggestion for punitive damages in China.
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河流域的古代法早在公元前 20 世纪至公元前 18 世纪就已记载有惩罚性赔
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